SIMPLE GAME
60 -120 MINUTES
Design your own fun video game using the basic elements of game design
in this project for youth (ages 11 – 17) and adult educators. You will create a
game where players try and reach a high score or beat a timer that can be
tallied using a score, timer, or health variable.

LEARNING
GOALS
Start thinking about the game by exploring a theme, a storyline, or a goal.
You’ll draw a main character sprite and decide what objective (another
sprite) it will chase or avoid in your game. Finally, decide how to determine
when a player wins. This activity is best planned as a formal workshop, not
for an open studio… It will also work well as a two (or more) - part class,
introducing and building on new ideas.
CREATE YOUR GAME CHARACTER AND BACKGROUNDS
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Open Scratch and like earlier
projects, delete the cat sprite.
For the player character, draw
a sprite that fits your theme.
Either copy the first costume
and change it or draw a new
second costume for the sprite
if you plan to animate it.

Click on the stage button in
the sprite area and create
three backgrounds that fit the
context theme of your game.
You will need a main game
background, a “You Win!”
background, and a “Game
Over” background. You can
re-name each background
with a more meaningful name.
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Create your objective sprite
– this will represent what
your player sprite will chase
or avoid - a baseball, a dogbone, or even... a flower with
nectar.

PROGRAM YOUR KEY CONTROLS
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Put together scripts for the
player sprite that will allow whoever is playing your
game to move your player
around the screen. The player moves in a specific direction each time one of the
arrow keys is pressed.

To choose the keys, click the
little down arrow, next to the
word space. This will give
you a long drop-down menu
of all the keys on the keyboard. We’re using up arrow,
along with down, right and
left.

DUPLICATE SCRIPTS
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Right-Click (or Control-Click
on a Mac) on the top block
of your script - this pops up
a menu to duplicate or delete the script or block. Click
duplicate to make a script for
for each arrow key.
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To finish the controls you’ll
need to make sure for each
direction arrow you also
change the point in direction
blocks.
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Set your player sprite rotation (see the top of the center screen where sprite attributes are given) to match
your game context. In this
case: butterflies dont fly
upside down, so you would
choose only face left-right.
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If you want your player sprite
to animate, (and if you’ve created a second costume - or
more) you can add switch to
costume blocks to the movement scripts. Remember to
add them to all of the direction scripts.

SETTING THINGS UP
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Now you’ll create a script
for your objective sprite that
sets it in motion when the
game begins. First you need
to select the objective sprite
in the sprites list area.
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Then you can make a script to start the objective sprite moving
when the green flag is clicked, or sends it to random locations....

The go to x and y block sets the sprite
to jump anywhere between the sides
and top and bottom of the stage.
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To make it easier to program
what is going to happen between your player sprite and
your objective sprite, change
their names in the sprite list
area.

CONDITIONAL STATEMENTS AND VARIABLES
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In the player sprite script
area, create a script with a
conditional statement; “if”,
that tells the program what
to do if the two sprites come
into contact. Find the touching block under the Sensing
button. Choose the objective
sprite from the list.
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Click on the Variables button and make a variable named “score”
Then revise the “if touching” script so that it keeps track of when the
sprites touch and adding to the “score”
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WINNING AND LOSING
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The points will continue adding/subtracting as long as the sprites are
touching, so you will need to include a way for the sprites to separate immediately. Tell the objective sprite to jump away after it has
been caught. Add a conditional to the player sprite script:
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Set a limit to the score by
adding a new script in the
Stage scripts area with what
happens when the game
ends. Then when a player
reaches a score greater than
9 you can switch to your “You
Win!” background.
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Create a new variable called
timer. Again in the stage
scripts area create a new
timer (or end-of-game) script.
The background will change
to the Game Over background when the time runs
out.
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Make a conditional “if” statement to check if the timer has
run out (is less than 1) then
switches to the Game Over
background, and then stops
the game with a stop all
block. Put this right under the
change timer by # block.
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To set up the right starting
background you’ll need one
more simple script in the
stage scripts area. Remember any script with a greenflag block will start when its
clicked
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This is just a starter scratch
game. You can make it as
challenging or as easy as you
would like. Be sure to check
the game play by having a
friend test it as you build it.

After you create your own simple game you will have the ability to create
more advanced games like Rock Paper Scissors v2.0 in the Game Examples gallery http://scratch.mit.edu/galleries/view/25714. These games allow you
to explore logic, chance and game physics.
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